TECHNICAL BULLETIN:  
THE COMPLETE GREASE PROGRAM:

There are several different types of grease waste systems that cause different types of problems. Accordingly, there are different ways to deal with the problems. The one thing that they all have in common is GREASE. It’s hard to pump, it’s hard to dispose of, and simply put IT STINKS!

Like any other type of waste treatment system - be it on septic or sewer - grease waste systems require maintenance. In fact, grease waste systems generally require more maintenance than other types of systems.

As part of our constant commitment to providing you with the exact right way to deal with waste-related problems, we provide three products to treat grease. Each is USDA Authorized and bacteria-based, but each is in a different form. When used regularly each will keep drain lines, grease traps, septic systems, lift stations, and leaching facilities free of grease buildup and the odor associated with build-up.

THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB

The best program is a combination of professional service and state-of-the-art products. The following shows you the best and most cost-effective way to treat different systems and problems:

---

**FOR MANUAL TREATMENT OF DRAIN LINES AND SMALLER GREASE TRAPS:**

BIO-REM E-D granular grease trap treatment is the strongest grease eater on the market today. This is also the product to make badly neglected grease traps more pumpable and to restore drainage to clogged drain fields. 1-2 lbs. of BIO REM E-D weekly will treat most grease waste systems.

---

**FOR AUTOMATIC TREATMENT OF LINES AND LARGE EXTERIOR GREASE TRAPS:**

DrainMaster® liquid bacteria-enzyme concentrated drain cleaner injected into the system daily with timed metering pump will pay for itself by extending service intervals and eliminating grease-related emergency calls. 5 gallons of DrainMaster® will treat larger systems for 30-60 days.

---

**FOR AUTOMATIC TREATMENT OF SMALL INTERIOR GREASE TRAPS:**

BIO-SOCK gelpacs will maintain 50-100 pound grease traps or floor sinks for one month.

---

**FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR DrainMaster® OR BIO-REM E-D DISTRIBUTOR:**